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Abstract
Shape-morphing finds widespread utility, from the deployment of small stents and large solar sails to actuation and propulsion in
soft robotics. Origami and kirigami – patterns of cuts and folds in a sheet – are versatile platforms for shape-morphing, inspiring
the design of many such structures and devices. However, it remains a challenge to design patterns that morph into a specified
surface on demand and to predict their response to a broad range of loads and stimuli. This talk explores the general design and
modeling principles for origami and kirigami structures.

In the first part of the talk, we develop an efficient algorithm that explicitly characterizes the designs and deformations of a large
class of easily deployable origami. We then employ this algorithm in an inverse design framework to approximate a general surface
by this family of origami. The origami structures produced by our framework can be manufactured on a flat reference sheet,
deployed to their target state by a controlled folding motion, then to a compact folded state in applications involving storage and
portability. In the second part of the talk, we describe a coarse-graining procedure to determine all the slightly stressed modes of
deformation of a large class of periodic and planar kirigami. The procedure gives a system of nonlinear partial differential
equations (PDE) expressing geometric compatibility of angle functions related to the motion of individual slits. Leveraging known
solutions of the PDE, we present excellent agreement between simulations and experiments across kirigami designs. Together,
these results both expand the engineering design space of origami and kirigami structures and provide a new frontier on which to
model their mechanics under a broad range of stimuli.
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